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For art establishes the basic
human truths which must
serve as the touchstones
of our judgment. The artist,
HOWEVER fa i t hf u l t o h i s
personal vision of reality,
becomes the last champion
of the individual mind
and sensibility against an
intrusive society and an
offICiouS state.
John F. Kennedy
Amherst College in Massachusetts
October 26, 1963
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THE REST IS EASY
THE INGREDIENTS OF A BRAND

By Michael Bierut

I

Like every other graphic designer I know, I watched the
live images of campaign rallies from Toledo to Topeka to
Tallahassee with a growing feeling of awe. Obama’s oratorical
skills were one thing. But the awe-inspiring part was the way
all the signs were faithfully, and beautifully, set in Hoefler &
Frere-Jones’s typeface Gotham. “Trust me,” I told Newsweek
back in February 2008, “I’ve done graphics for events – and
I know what it takes to have rally after rally without someone
saying, ‘Oh, we ran out of signs, let’s do a batch in Arial.”’ But
it isn’t just strict standards and constant police work that keeps
an organization on brand. It’s the mutual desire for everyone
to have every part of the effort look like The Real Thing. At
the height of the campaign, my daughter asked me if I could
design a flyer for a friend’s Obama benefit party at a little bar in
Hoboken, New Jersey. We took the text and reset it in Gotham,
downloaded the O logo, and put it together in minutes.
“Wow,” my daughter said. “It looks like Obama’s actually going
to be there!” Exactly.

was talking once with a group of graphic designers. The
subject was good work: not doing it, but how to get it
accepted. Designers like to complain. We cast ourselves
as embattled defenders of good taste and inventive ideas;
arrayed against us are armies of insensitive clients, determined
to thwart us, whose pigheadedness can be defeated only by
dedication, cunning, and guile.
We traded war stories for a while, but one seasoned designer in
our midst was silent. We finally asked him what tricks he used
to get good work published. “Well, I guess I’m lazy,” he said.
“I just make sure all my clients are smart people with unique
messages and good products. The rest is easy.”
The rest is easy. Looking back at the design work that contributed to Barack Obama’s historic victory in November 2008, I
wonder if that was the trick. Although much has been made –
rightly so – of the ingenious and adaptable “O” logo developed
by Sol Sender’s team, Obama himself was his own best logo.
Young, African-American, charismatic – change wasn’t just a
message, it was the candidate’s very embodiment. When it was
all said and done, Barack Obama was a smart guy with a unique
message and a good product. And what designer wouldn’t wish
for that in a client?

The same thing was happening all over the country. In a world
where access to digital media and social networks is becoming
increasingly ubiquitous, Obama ’08 became the first open
source political campaign. Shepard Fairey’s “Hope” poster – an
icon that’s destined, if you ask me, to occupy the 2008 slot of
any historical timeline drawn up a hundred years from now
– sits at the top of an astonishingly vast collection of posters,
websites, buttons, YouTube videos, and even pumpkins, some
generated by professionals, some by ordinary citizens, all
motivated by the urge to create a sense that their candidate was
actually going to be there.

Selling change isn’t easy in a world that tends to prefer the comfort of the familiar. We all know what a revolution looks like:
handmade signs, scrawled graffiti, the voice of the people. But
Obama’s campaign was the opposite. Reportedly, the candidate
resisted at first. “He did not initially like the campaign’s blue
and white logo – intended to appear like a horizon, symbolizing hope and opportunity – saying he found it too polished
and corporate,” reported The New York Times. But David
Axelrod and his team prevailed. They must have known that
the revolution, when it finally came, would have to be wrapped
up in the most comprehensive corporate identity program the
twenty-first century has yet seen.

And it worked. Political operatives will study this campaign and
its design program for years, trying to unlock its secrets. Many
will copy it, but few will capture its magic. It seems so simple,
doesn’t it? A good logo, consistent typography, get everyone
to join in. They’ll have all the ingredients in place except the
hardest one: a smart person with a unique message and a good
product. Then, like the fellow said, the rest is easy.
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O Design:
W hat H elped O bama R un

By Steven Heller

E

veryone I know agrees that Barack Obama won the
design race. Whatever the reason, his campaign knew
early on that coordinated graphics were beneficial and
that modern typography would signal change.

made visible. Senator Obama has been noted for his eloquence,
so it’s not surprising that someone so rhetorically gifted would
understand how strong typography is and how it helps bring
his words – and his campaign’s message – to life.

Whether or not “O Design” will totally alter the clichés and
conventions that dominate election graphics, only time will
tell. Nonetheless, the splendid art dire�ion of this campaign
has raised the bar.

Heller: The other campaigns are less typographically successful. Is maintaining a strong design program really so difficult?
Collins: I think the real story here is less about typography than it is about discipline. Political campaigns are the
Brigadoon of branding. There’s a compressed amount of time to
tell a candidate’s story before the race is over and the campaign
vanishes. During that window, the campaign must make sure
that everything it produces – everything it touches – delivers
the candidate’s message in a meaningful way. No opportunity
to amplify that story should be missed. The Obama people have
used design to take that discipline to a whole new level.

During the campaign many designers waxed admiringly about
Obama’s sophisticated typographical design scheme, particularly the consistent use in much of his graphic material of the
typeface Gotham, designed by Tobias Frere-Jones. So when I
was writing about graphics for the “Campaign Stops” blog on
The New York Times website, I called Brian Collins, an expert
on branding, to get his thoughts on what this “good design”
means for the candidate.

Barack Obama is running the first real transmedia campaign of
the twenty-first century. His people not only understand how
media has splintered, but how audiences have splintered, too.
Cell phones, mobile devices, websites, e-mail, social networks,
iPods, laptops, billboards, print ads, and campaign events
are now just as important as television. The senator’s design
strategy has given these diverse platforms (and their different
audiences) a coherence that makes them all work together.
I’ve worked with giant, global corporations who don’t do it
this well.

Heller: As a branding expert, can you tell me what it is about
the typographical scheme of Senator Obama’s campaign that is
unlike his challengers’?
Collins: John McCain’s, Hillary Clinton’s, and Barack
Obama’s campaigns all make good efforts to brand their messages consistently. And that’s incredibly hard to do. Just imagine the thousands of volunteers and endless elements they must
orchestrate from town to town, state to state. But as a result of
their approach to design, the Obama campaign really stands
out. From the bold “Change” signs to their engaging website
to their recognizable lapel pins, they’ve used a single-minded
visual strategy to deliver their campaign’s message with greater
consistency and, as a result, greater collective impact. The use
of typography is the linchpin to the program. Type is language

Heller: What is it about the typeface Gotham that adds
personality to the Obama brand?
Collins: I don’t think that Gotham adds any personality to
Senator Obama’s brand. I think it just amplifies the personality
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In another installment of “Campaign Stops,” I contacted the
designer who helped establish its primacy. At the end of 2006,
Mode, a motion design studio in Chicago, approached Sol
Sender, a graphic designer, to create a logo for Barack Obama’s
presidential campaign. The resulting “O” became one of the
most recognizable political logos in recent history. I spoke with
Sender a few days after the election to discuss the evolution of
his design. Here is an excerpt:

that’s already there. In fact, the typeface would work just as well
for John McCain or Hillary Clinton, for that matter.
With that said, though, there’s an oxymoronic quality to
Gotham, which is why I think it’s become so popular. It has
a blunt, geometric simplicity, which usually makes words feel
cold and analytical (like Univers), but it also feels warm. It’s
substantial yet friendly. Up-to-date yet familiar. That’s a tough
hat trick. And Gotham has another quality that makes it
succeed: It just looks matter-of-fact. But perhaps any typeface
inspired by signs at the Port Authority Bus Terminal in New
York City – as Gotham is – will look like that.

Heller: How did you get the job of designing the Obama
logo?
Sender: We got the job through Mode. Steve Juras, a classmate of mine from graduate school, is the creative director
there. They have a long-standing relationship with AKP&D
Message and Media, a campaign consulting firm led by David
Axelrod and David Plouffe, among others.

Heller: Do you think the typographical style actually makes
a difference?
Collins: You bet I do. Style equals accuracy. Put the word
“change” in Comic Sans and the idea feels lightweight and
silly. Place it in Times Roman and it feels self-important. In
Gotham, it feels just right. Inspiring, not threatening. In the
end, typography makes a real difference when it delivers words
and ideas that are relevant to people. And for many, that seems
to be the case here.

Heller: I have to ask, since many agencies that do political
campaigns are simply “doing a job,” did you have strong feelings one way or the other for the Obama candidacy?
Sender: We were excited to work on the logo and energized
by the prospect of Mr. Obama’s campaign. However, we didn’t
pursue or develop the work because we were motivated exclusively by ideology. It was an opportunity to do breakthrough
work at the right time in what’s become a predictable graphic
landscape.

Collins’ insight was consistent with other design pundits. But
typefaces alone do not make a successful graphics campaign.
They serve only to frame the content. What’s more, the public
requires a mnemonic that will further perpetuate the good feelings towards the brand, product, or in this case, candidate. That
very trait was manifest in the Obama “O,” the most ubiquitous
logo of the year.

Heller: How many iterations did you go through before
deciding on this “O”? Was it your first idea?
Sender: We actually presented seven or eight options in the
first round, and the one that was ultimately chosen was among
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Heller: Do you think the “O” had any major contribution
in this outcome?

these. In terms of our internal process, though, I believe the
logo – as we now know it – came out of a second round of
design explorations. At any rate, it happened quite quickly, all
things considered. The entire undertaking took less than two
weeks.

Sender: The design development was singularly inspired
by the candidate’s message. Like any mark, the meaning and
impact really come from what people bring to it.

Heller: Did Barack Obama have any input into the symbol
at all?
With the logo in place, this information-saturated digital age
demands instant and constant communications through the
Internet (or Interweb as someone once called it). Websites
are the storefronts of the digital age. And like those classic
neighborhood campaign offices, they are often cluttered with
visual junk. The sites for John McCain’s and Barack Obama’s
presidential campaigns may feature different content, but they
share the same basic stuff – online attributes that are clear and
confusing. Being more involved with print than web, I asked
various interaction designers and information architects to tell
me what they thought were the strengths and weaknesses of
the candidates’ sites. To summarize, based on their findings it
is clear that there are two kinds of virtual campaign offices: Mr.
McCain’s is messier and at times folksy – a bit like a storefront
on Main Street – while Mr. Obama’s was cleaner and more
cosmopolitan, like a top-end retail emporium.

Sender: None that was directly communicated to us. I believe
he looked at the final two or three options, but I wouldn’t be
able to accurately portray his reaction.
Heller: What were you thinking when you conceived this idea?
Sender: When we received the assignment, we immediately
read both of Senator Obama’s books. We were struck by the
ideas of hope, change, and a new perspective on red and blue
(not red and blue states, but one country). There was also a
strong sense, from the start, that his campaign represented
something entirely new in American politics – “a new day,” so
to speak.
Heller: Did you have any qualms about this symbol? Did
you ever think it was too “branded” and “slick”?
Sender: We didn’t, though there were certainly instances
where we sensed a need to be careful about its application. We
never saw the candidate as being “branded,” in the sense of
having an identity superficially imposed on the campaign. The
identity was for the campaign, not just for the candidate. And
to the degree that the campaign spoke to millions of people, it
may have become a symbol for something broader – some have
termed it a movement, a symbol of hope.

In addition, the Obama campaign’s signature transparency
emerged from the site. It is a trait that his White House team
appears to have extended into his presidency. It seems that
whatever can or will be said about the Obama years, design
does matter.
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I n t h e fa c e o f wa r , y o u
believe there can be peace.
In the face of despair, you
believe there can be hope. In
the face of a politics that’s
shut you out, that’s told you
to settle, that’s divided us
for too long, you believe we
can be one people, reaching
for what’s possible, building
that more perfect union.
Senator Barack Obama
Presidential Announcement Speech
February 10, 2007
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DESIGNING A PRESIDENT
INTRODUCTION

By Scott Thomas

O

n a cold day in February of 2007, a junior U.S.
Senator from Illinois announced to tens of thousands
of supporters that he was beginning a campaign to
become the president of the United States of America. When
Barack Obama took the podium on that day in front of the
Old State Capitol in Springfield, Illinois – the same place where
Abraham Lincoln had delivered his “House Divided” speech
more than a century before – he was no political celebrity:
He was a recently re-elected second-term senator and the only
African-American in the U.S. Senate. Though his stock had been
rising in the Democratic Party ever since his keynote speech at
the national convention in 2004, no one in the crowd could
imagine the impact his campaign would have on the course of
American history.

problems. Obama needed to do more than note the challenges
facing America. He needed to offer a divided and insecure
electorate something more – something they could be inspired
by and aspire to. At this trying moment in American history,
Barack Obama offered the county a message that told us
that we could do better: a message based on the principles of
change, hope, and unity.
In the face of war, you believe there can be peace. In the face of
despair, you believe there can be hope. In the face of a politics that’s
shut you out, that’s told you to settle, that’s divided us for too long,
you believe we can be one people, reaching for what’s possible,
building that more perfect union.
–Senator Barack Obama’s presidential campaign announcement
speech, February 10, 2007

Obama had not raised the millions of dollars or accumulated
the name recognition of his opponents. But what he lacked in
conventional political experience, he more than made up for in
candor, intellect, charisma, and compassion. To most political
insiders, he was merely a long shot, who might at most temporarily upset the projections of political pollsters in primary
states. But to his earliest supporters – and to a rapidly growing
number of Americans – he was the candidate the country had
been waiting for.

As we now know, Obama’s campaign became a historic victory. An unlikely candidate who began the race with little
name recognition outside of his home state and with meager
campaign coffers went on to become the first African-American
presidential nominee by a major American political party
and, a few months later, America’s first African-American
president. But on that winter day in Springfield, none of
this was even remotely self-evident. Obama was saddled with
major disadvantages. He had a limited public profile, a small
campaign treasure chest, and an unconventional political
persona. Neither a panderer nor a populist, he was unabashed
about his intellect, his multiracial heritage, and the complexity
of the problems facing the United States. He was a new kind
of candidate, and if he was going to succeed, he needed a new
kind of campaign.

Obama entered the national political stage at a time of deep
cynicism and uncertainty among American voters. A volatile
decade of terrorism, costly wars on two fronts, economic
instability, and inaction in the face of environmental crisis
tested Americans’ faith in their future, and heightened schisms
among voters divided about how to face up to these formidable
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A New Kind of Campaign

We recognized that to communicate what made Obama special, we needed to create a campaign that was just as singular as
our candidate. Obama’s compelling approach to politics made
it both necessary and possible to translate and popularize his
message in a way that would not only embody his vision, but
also make it accessible and tangible to voters.

In September of 2007, the Obama campaign hired John
Slabyk and me as full-time new media designers. Our staff
and our network of grassroots volunteers began to build a
campaign strategy that went against the grain of the contemporary American political landscape and was very much at
odds with conventional ground rules of how to win election to
national office. We knew we faced several daunting challenges:
We needed to appeal to voters in a way that would overcome
their unfamiliarity with Obama, overcome their skepticism
about the nation’s prospects, and overcome their sense that
politicians were disconnected from the needs and beliefs of
everyday Americans.

Our approach to these challenges made history. But what made
our campaign unique wasn’t just Obama’s racial heritage or the
distinct quality of his message. Our campaign made history by
recognizing that a comprehensive design strategy would be just
as important as rhetoric in conveying our message, and that a
critical part of this strategy would be integrating the American
people into the electoral process by forging a reciprocal and
dynamic relationship with our grassroots supporters.

Rather than trying to compensate for Obama’s disadvantages,
we decided to draw upon his strengths. What made this possible was the character of our candidate. Obama didn’t need to
be sold as something he wasn’t, nor made palatable by a flurry
of spin and crafty marketing. His life story, as recounted in
his two memoirs, embodied the American dream: As he often
remarked, his life could only have been possible in America.
Obama was also resolute in his commitment to a well-defined
set of values that resonated deeply with many American voters,
particularly those who felt alienated or disgusted with politics
as usual. He didn’t see politics in tired partisan terms, and he
didn’t see Americans as divided in the zero-sum game of red
states and blue states. He believed in the fundamental unity of
the American people, in the accountability of elected officials
to their constituents, and in the need for transparency and
responsiveness by the people who had been entrusted with
power. He believed in the potential of individuals to create a
different future for America. And he believed that hope was the
best way to bring Americans together and harness the unifying power of optimism, rather than the cynicism of division
and hostility.

As veterans of the advertising world, neither John nor I had
more than an inkling of what to expect, but it didn’t take
long for us grasp the magnitude of the task ahead of us. We
quickly discovered the full scope of our mission: to create a
comprehensive visual message that would be a clear and direct
visual translation of the candidate’s rhetorical message. We
would do something no campaign had ever done: Create a
visual structure and aesthetic that provided a unified template
for the campaign’s many departments. While we were hired
as “new media” designers, our role was not limited to creating
the campaign’s website, its email graphics, and the banner ads
that served as our online presence. We also needed to create a
consistent, compelling, and unified visual message for fliers,
merchandise, information graphics, policy documents for
mass distribution – and the posters, tickets, banners, podium
signs, and placards for high-profile events where our designs
would work in concert with Obama’s speeches, sending a visual
message to reflect and magnify his words to the audiences and
news cameras.
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Public relations and marketing are, of course, old standbys in
the American political repertoire. John F. Kennedy, Richard
Nixon, and Ronald Reagan all orchestrated successful marketing campaigns to win elections. Each featured carefully crafted
commercials, strategic public appearances, and maneuvering of
the press and media to make voters see them as the best man
for the job. But this approach to strategy emphasizes spin rather
substance; it is not expected to stand for anything. The Obama
design strategy did something much different: It created a
message that was a direct expression of the candidate and was
aligned with his message in all its scope and sophistication.

In developing our design strategy, we acknowledged several truths about contemporary America: Our society is an
image-driven society, and new technologies of reproduction,
communication, and distribution have placed design at the
center of American culture. Design was no longer the domain
of the elite. It had become a critical part of how people understood their identities and their choices. At any Target store,
Americans could now buy toilet brushes designed by Michael
Graves and clothing designed by Isaac Mizrahi. Design was not
an afterthought or an affect; it was now part of everyday life,
and it was the primary means of communication in a society
driven by the power of images.

We accomplished this by placing design at the center of the
campaign and by bringing our knowledge of how to make ideas
visible into the realm of politics. As Newsweek noted in the heat
of the primary season:

Previous presidential campaigns had used design to a limited
extent in choosing typefaces for bumper stickers and lawn
signs, but those images were marginal and easily forgotten after
the election was over. The web had only become a significant
force in presidential elections in 2004, but it had been limited
to a relatively minor role in Bush’s and Kerry’s overall campaign strategies. Joe Rospars, who worked on Howard Dean’s
campaign for the 2004 Democratic presidential nomination,
saw the web’s potential as a campaign tool. Drawing on his
experience in the new media division of the Dean campaign,
he became a defining force in taking the Democratic Party
online after the election. On the Obama campaign, he brought
on Chris Hughes, the co-founder of Facebook, to explore how
new media could be used to bring ordinary Americans into
the political process and to mobilize supporters. As designers,
John and I worked with them to create tools for organizing
and engaging our supporters that were both beautiful and
usable – and usable because they were beautiful. Together,
we created something new: an innovative and comprehensive
visual strategy for Obama that connected him with his supporters and made his message instantly recognizable, resonant,
and versatile – both within the official campaign and beyond.

“It’s not just the message and the man and the speeches that are
swaying Democratic voters – though they are. It’s the way the
campaign has folded the man and the message and the speeches
into a systemic branding effort. Reinforced with a coherent,
comprehensive program of fonts, logos, slogans and web design,
Obama is the first presidential candidate to be marketed like a
high-end consumer brand…[It] transcends the mere appropriation
of commercial tactics to achieve the sort of seamless brand identity
that the most up-to-date companies strive for.”
As this observation reveals, the Obama design strategy drew
on branding techniques, but it was no conventional branding
campaign. Just as design wasn’t used simply to make things
pretty, branding techniques were not used simply to make
Obama stylish. Rather, they were used to incarnate a message
and to convey ideas. The campaign’s aesthetic was created to
operate in perfect symmetry with both the other elements of
the campaign and the candidate himself. Its success lay in the
fact that it was exactly what it set out to be, both embodying
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Political campaigns are first and most immediately perceived
through color. Americans have come to know red as a
Republican color and blue as a Democratic color. These colors,
along with white, combine to represent our nation’s most
recognizable symbol – the red, white, and blue of the American
flag. Although many campaigns have attempted to break the
mold by using other colors, such as Edwin Muskie’s purple and
orange in 1972 and Jesse Jackson’s red, yellow, and blue rainbow in 1984, they struggled to establish the connections and
associations that the colors of the flag convey so effortlessly and
directly. Beginning with the logo and extending throughout
every element of the campaign’s graphics, the Obama campaign
used red, white, and blue to draw on our most elemental
symbol of national unity. We rejected the divisive color scheme
of red states and blue states, but still used blue as the dominant
color theme to appeal to and draw on the Democratic base.

and reflecting all the things the candidate wanted to communicate to the American public. Never before had design been
such a critical part of a candidate’s victory, and never before had
design played such an integral role in representing and diffusing
the candidate’s message.
Every choice we made, including such details as color, proportions, font, configuration, and text size, was part of the
strategy’s success. The campaign’s visual message became a
unified, consistent design strategy that extended to every aspect
of the campaign and every iteration of Obama’s presence in the
public sphere, ranging from the campaign’s logo, to the posters
that supporters waved at rallies, to the tools that organized supporters on the campaign’s website, to the art created by professional and grassroots artists inspired by the candidate’s message.

The Politics of Design

Form

There are a few key elements that designers rely on in creating
work which were fundamental building blocks in guiding
the campaign’s creative process. As with any design project,
whether it’s designing a soda brand or a presidential campaign,
designers need to understand the role of color, form, and
content in the hierarchy of human cognition. The human brain
interprets color first, form second, and content last.

Form is essential to creating a profound and indelible relationship between an image and an idea. Visual symbolism was the
only means of communication in pre-literate societies, and
it retains a power that is more immediate than what can be
communicated with words alone. Frequently, the language of
symbols is more efficient and effective than the language of
word. For example, the face of an iPod shows everything you
need to do to select and play the music you want to listen to
without using a single letter. You don’t need to speak English
or even know how to read to know what the icons say – even a
child could operate it.

Color

Color is crucial in communicating on the most primitive and
basic level of cognition. Imagine a streetlight. With a minimum
of processing, we immediately know that red means “stop,”
green means “go,” and yellow means “caution.” This example
is simple, but it exemplifies the importance color plays in
human communication.

This technique of tying visual symbols with both ideographic
meaning and with tangible goods has been a leading practice
of corporate marketing during the twentieth century. The
golden arches, the swoosh, and an apple with a bite out of it all
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The imagery we see on television is often edited together with
footage from days or even weeks before. So while the talking
heads are analyzing current events, you may see four completely
different rallies on four different subjects in four different
contexts that send four completely different messages – all in
one four-second clip.

serve as visual cues that make us recognize McDonald’s, Nike,
and Apple. However, until the 2008 election, it was rarely
employed by presidential candidates. Sticking to convention
has its advantages, but nothing about the Obama campaign
was conventional. The campaign went beyond the standard
political use of visual elements such as flags, stars, and stripes,
all of which instantly connote American patriotism, history,
and unity. These symbols are indisputably American and are
immediately recognizable as distinctive icons. Their shape and
form communicate ideas instantly and effectively in a way that
is more powerful than words, and they evoke thoughts and
feelings that can be accessed only visually. The Obama visual
message integrated these elements in a newly effective way,
using the flag, stars, stripes, and other American icons to generate an emotional response that reached far beyond the limits of
rhetorical messages.

Accordingly, the Obama team realized that our campaign’s
message would live or die on the design that supported it.
While the talking points of the campaign may change daily
or even hourly as events unfold, our message would retain
stability and consistency if the design elements that delivered it
remained constant and imperturbable. As designers, we knew
how to hone every element that creates the images that we see,
and how to finesse basic design principles to ensure that every
detail – such as the discerning use of various fonts and finetuned choices about exactly what shade of red and blue to use
and when – contributed as effectively as possible to the overall
look of the campaign. A design that successfully served as a
multifaceted visual representation of a campaign would draw
from a precise and well-crafted conglomeration of images and
visual cues, rather than being dependent upon a single image
that may or may not be shown on television that night. If we
wanted to “control the message,” we had to create and maintain
an effective design.

Content

A frequently used phrase in political campaigns is “control the
message,” which means retaining control of how the candidate
is presented and discussed in the public sphere. While the
content of the ideas the candidate is communicating may be
the most important aspect of a campaign as far as traditional
messaging is concerned, it is the least important when it
comes to making choices about design. Content is a difficult
design element to utilize in a political campaign because of
the lightning-quick responses and reactions demanded by the
relentless pace of the campaign trail. The 24-hour news cycle
requires sudden shifts in messaging to specifically communicate
and address daily talking points. Those shifts in messaging
often accompany abrupt changes in color and typography of
placards, mailings, and campaign literature. This is especially
true for television and print-based coverage of the campaign.

To meet these demands, we created a visual strategy that
utilized the fundamental principles of color, form, and content
in a way that fused beauty and consistency with political savvy
and grassroots responsiveness. We became the visual voice of
the campaign, offering millions of supporters a way to listen
with their eyes and see that Barack Obama was a candidate for
every citizen of the United States of America.
This book is the story of how it happened.
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Designed by Sol Sender, Amanda Geπry, & Andy Keene

SYMBOL OF THE MOVEMENT
CHAPTER ONE

Sender began by thinking very broadly about how to create a
logo that matched the man it stood for. He read Obama’s two
books and quickly realized that in order to reflect Obama’s
distinctive qualities as a candidate and make the most of what
he had to offer, the campaign would bear little resemblance to
traditional political races. In the past, presidential campaigns
had applied design as an accessory piece to the substance of
other conventional forms of political messaging. Past American
campaign logos banked primarily on name recognition rather
than the full spectrum of design tools, and their role was largely
limited to lawn signs and bumper stickers.

he Obama “O” logo, with its blue “O” rising over a
striped field of red and white, was the campaign’s first
design element. It was also the aesthetic point of origin
for nearly every component of design created by the campaign.
Beyond the candidate himself, the logo was the most visible
and recognizable element representing a political movement.
As a watermark, it stood alongside Obama every step of
the campaign trail and offered a powerful opportunity for
visual messaging.
In the flurry of activity leading to Obama’s official announcement of his candidacy, David Axelrod, Obama’s chief strategist,
and David Plouffe, Obama’s campaign manager, knew that the
launch of the campaign would be incomplete without a logo.
The logo would be a baseline image that served a wide variety
of practical functions: It would help make Obama a compelling and credible candidate, and would demonstrate that his
campaign was already organized around a consistent message
and platform. It would be immediately accessible to supporters
to demonstrate their excitement about the campaign. And it
would serve as a visual signature in coverage of the campaign
through the media – a key tool for a candidate who was working to increase his visibility and name recognition.

As a designer, Sender saw that the Obama logo could be much
more effective in ways other than the usual names in red or
blue. To do this, Sender and his colleagues, Andy Keene and
Amanda Gentry, established three basic criteria as points of
departure for their design:
The logo would tell a simple, authentic story.
The logo would be stylistically resonant.
The logo would demonstrate impeccable execution.
After establishing these requirements, the team started sketching ideas. They picked up two specific themes from Obama’s
message that they wanted to explore in detail: unity and hope.
Sender’s team began exploring possible ways to communicate
unity in a visual symbol that retained the essentials: Obama’s
name and the election year. How, for example, could the red
and blue of the political parties blend together, and how might
they be used in relationship to the red, white, and blue of the
flag? How could the “O” in “Obama” and the “8” in “2008”
interact with each other? What if a group of diverse hands came
together to form a patriotic star?

Longtime clients of the Chicago-based motion design studio
Mode, Axelrod and Plouffe contacted Steve Juras, Mode’s
creative director, to help them find the right person for the
job. Juras contacted an old classmate, Sol Sender, and asked
him to submit a few proposals for the upcoming campaign. In
late December of 2006, Sender began to lay the groundwork
for the Obama logo. After sending in a handful of samples for
review by AKP&D Message and Media, Axelrod and Plouffe’s
consulting firm, Sender was awarded the project and began the
process of designing the symbol.
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Symbol of the Movement
Logo Concepts

Together
This was an early concept representing people of differing
diversities coming together to form a star in the negative space.
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Unification
These concepts explored the intersection of red and blue, activating the
candidate’s passion for finding common ground: red states and blue states
coming together.

Another theme that Sender’s team drew out for further exploration was diversity. They experimented with different ways to
render the word “hope” emerging from the horizon. The team
also considered using the “O” as a window that served as a
porthole, using different photos within it to represent different
concepts or demographics. They experimented with speech
bubbles representing the many voices of America.
It was this idea that led the group to the concept of telling a
more open-ended and broadly accessible story: a sun rising on
the horizon, representing the hope of a new day. The team was
immediately keen on the idea for its simplicity and its ability
to convey a number of possible narratives in one image. Sender
noted that “early on, we were very interested in how it might
function as an independent symbol – that perhaps, at some
point during the campaign, it would not require the use of the
candidate’s name, which would be very unique.”
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Symbol of the Movement
Logo Concepts

Voice
This was the runner-up. It was about change, the voice of the people.
It captured the excitement surrounding the candidate and foreshadowed a groundswell of support. The campaign team liked it quite a
bit. They felt it was something new and different.

Symbol of the Movement
Logo Concepts
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Horizon
This was one of the final logo options. It was more sophisticated than
the other options (maybe a bit too sophisticated). The “O8” reflected
the “Ob” in a subtle allusion to infinite possibilities rising.

Symbol of the Movement
Logo Concepts

Window to Possibilities – HOPE
At the intersection of the “O” and the “08” – a view of a better tomorrow. Sender explored various types of images in the “O.” In different
combinations, with different words, it activated messages of change,
unification, and diversity.
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Sunrise Concept
In addition to the clear symbolism and a perfect intersection with the “O” of the
candidate’s name, this option was recommended because of its patriotic palette.
It was new, but it was also traditional. Concerned with the possibility of attacks
on Senator Obama for being “different,” Sender’s group wanted to powerfully
reinforce Obama’s intersection with the American dream.
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The Symbol Speaks

In light of its success as a campaign symbol and Obama’s
electoral triumph, the “O” concept seems like an obvious
choice. But this is clear only in retrospect. Politicians thrive
on name recognition, and the possibility of omitting the
candidate’s most important message – his name – was a bold
and unprecedented move in the history of campaign graphics.

typeface designed by Eric Gill, was changed to Requiem, a
typeface designed by Jonathan Hoefler and Tobias Frere-Jones,
which we modified to reduce the sharp pointed terminals
that are the end strokes of a letter’s form. We also decided to
use small caps for the words instead of lowercase in order to
create a barbell shape that made the wordmark appear more
stable and masculine. And inevitably, much of the work was
redesigned once again when Joe Biden joined the campaign as
Obama’s running mate.

So why did it work so well? The Obama “O” was an effective
political logo precisely because of the qualities that made it a
beautiful design. Without using a single word, the logo served
as a stand-alone narrative of American hope and optimism.
Its stunning aesthetic simplicity allowed it to contain and
encompass rich possibilities for evocation and symbolism, and
yet it was a clear and distinctive representation of the candidate.
The “O” was efficient visual shorthand for the candidate’s name,
but also represented a sun rising up over the “amber waves of
grain” that recalled the stylized stripes from the American flag.

As we wove the logo into the campaign and adapted it for every
aspect of the campaign, it took on a life of its own: It became a
visual icon that surpassed its ideographic meaning. Because the
logo could stand alone and did not need the “Obama ’08” to
support its message, it came to represent a wide swath of ideas
that were keystones of the campaign while also offering room
for a variety of interpretations and iterations. Simple enough
for nearly anyone to render it effortlessly, supporters raised the
logo high into the air, painted it on the sides of barns, baked it
into cookies and cakes, and carved it into pumpkins. The logo
became a means to express support for the campaign in a way
that drew on individual creative expression but that was united
by a basic visual unity, and it did so through the traditions and
symbols that make us proud to be Americans.

The logo lived a number of lives throughout the campaign,
and its intricacies were among the many details polished over
a long campaign. In order to separate the two visual elements
more distinctly and to make the logo read clearly at a smaller
size, Sender’s original mark was slightly modified to include a
stroke or line between the blue horizon element and the red
stripes. Sender’s original font for the “Obama 08,” the Perpetua
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A Logo Made for You

The logo had many other lives as well. We created specific
versions of it to function as visual identities for the many
constituency groups who came together to support Obama.
To create these specialized logos, we integrated symbolic
forms that signified a demographic’s distinct qualities into
the visual centerpiece of the logo. These constituent logos ran
the gamut of the American social spectrum: Republicans for
Obama used the swinging trunk of an elephant to bring in the
traditional symbol of the GOP. First Americans for Obama
made the “O” into the center of the ritual object known
as a “dream catcher,” which represented Native American’s
cultural and religious heritage. Students for Obama rendered
the logo’s waves of grain as lines on a notebook, and placed
the “O” among the equations and diagrams that are the
territory of students everywhere. The logos reflected one of
Obama’s signature campaign themes: In his words, “There is
not a black America and a white America and Latino America
and Asian America. There’s the United States of America.” The
logos were a visually tangible expression of the candidate’s
belief in E pluribus unum: Out of many, one. All of them used
the original logo as their visual common ground, combining it
with a variety of themes and symbols. This approach balanced
diversity with unity, using variety to highlight the power
of individuals while maintaining a unified and consistent
visual identity.
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Logo Variations

Logo Variations
One-color, two-color, and four-color variations
of the logo were designed for both white and
blue backgrounds.
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Symbol of the Movement
Logo Variations

Logo Variations
Logos were redesigned using a modified version of the
typeface Requiem. The Obama ’08 was used during the
primaries, and the Obama Biden was released the day
Biden was announced as Obama’s running mate.

Symbol of the Movement
Logo Variations
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State Logos

State Logos
Logos for each state were designed using the Obama logo
as the “O” letter form, and the stripes of the logo were
used to modify “A,” “C,” “E,” and “P.”
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Con◊itueπ Logos
Logos were designed for the constituent groups,
including the many Republicans supporting Obama.

Symbol of the Movement
Constituent Logos
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Symbol of the Movement
Constituent Logos
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Symbol of the Movement
Yes We Carve

Y∂ We Carve
Corrie Loeffler’s pumpkin, shared on the website yeswecarve.com
organized by Josh Horton, Jason Powers, and Josh Jeter.
Photo credit: Kendall Bruns
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FORMING THE TEAM
CHAPTER 2

organized operation – a particularly important message to send
given the need to enhance Obama’s credibility as a candidate.

olitical campaigns often operate on the fly, and the
Obama campaign was no different. Working with little
money and staff, each department had to become scrappy and
resourceful. Although David Axelrod had hired Sol Sender
and his team of designers to develop the “O” logo before the
campaign launched in Springfield, all the other campaign
literature and collateral was created by campaign staffers,
none of whom were professional designers. The rapid pace
of the campaign and the lack of a full-time design staff led
to mistakes that threatened to dilute the campaign’s message.
Sender’s “O” logo was unveiled at Obama’s launch speech,
where it adorned campaign standbys such as placards, stickers,
and buttons. As Sender watched coverage of the speech back
in Chicago, it didn’t take him long to notice how easy it was
to fail at properly implementing the design he had worked so
hard to create. On the front of Obama’s podium was a logo
that looked like the one Sender had created. But something
was askew: Somewhere along the way from Sender’s studio to
Springfield, the white negative space in the center of the circle
had been dropped from the sign, leaving a dark void in place
of the rising sun.

In the first months after Obama threw his hat in the ring,
most of the design collateral was created by Michael Slaby, the
deputy director of new media. Though not a designer himself,
Slaby had a basic understanding of the graphic designer’s
standard toolkit, including Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.
While he had originally been hired to focus on the campaign’s
website, he quickly became inundated with work requests from
various departments because he was one of the only people on
the campaign who understood how to use the tools.
But while Slaby was a brilliant strategic thinker and understood
the possibilities of design for strengthening the campaign, he
soon recognized that his lack of a traditional design education
or deeper knowledge of typography hampered his efforts to
give design a central role in the campaign’s public image. The
hectic pace of a presidential campaign in an age of 24-7 media
coverage meant that the campaign’s most pressing consideration with regard to design was not aesthetic excellence but
expedience. In the effort to keep up with the frenetic environment of the campaign, design materials were created and
modified ad hoc, with little consideration of visual impact. All
the bad effects in the book were cropping up: drop shadows,
beveled edges, and other elements that professional designers
try to use at the very most in moderation.

This type of slip-up was no trivial detail. Inconsistent or
sloppy design sent the wrong message about the candidate and
his campaign. The importance of visual information in how
people perceived the campaign and the candidate made design
a key element in “controlling the message.” Consistency in
design was necessary to reinforce Obama’s image as a serious
candidate with a rock-solid set of principles – indeed, when
the Mitt Romney and John McCain campaigns abruptly
modified their visuals to imitate Obama’s design scheme, it
smacked of desperation. Consistent design was also necessary
to reinforce the campaign’s image as a professional and highly

To ensure the impeccable execution so prized by Sender when
he created the “O” logo, the campaign began to realize that
in-house designers were needed to manage the creation and
production of future materials. As the campaign intensified
in anticipation of the primaries, Slaby wanted to focus on
the campaign’s new media strategy rather than coming up
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A view inside Obama HQ
Joe Rospars, director of new media, masterminded
the team which revolutionized online campaigning.
A founding partner of Blue State Digital and having
previous worked on the Howard Dean campaign, Joe was
instrumental in incubating the creative space that allowed
much of the design work to materialize.
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I’d spent the previous few years working for a design firm in
Chicago, creating advertising and other materials for clients
such as Kohler and Patagonia. I had been wrestling with the
lack of passion I had for the work I was doing: After establishing
my career, I was tired of using my energy and skills to sell sinks
and refrigerators. I was originally trained as an architect, and
even after leaving the field I’d retained the architect’s impulse
to sculpt society for the better. Slaby’s email presented the possibility of creating meaningful design for a cause I cared about.
I responded immediately:

with off-the-cuff ideas for materials to complement another
speaking engagement. That summer, the early success of the
campaign’s fund-raising strategy gave Slaby the opportunity
to hire professional designers to improve the quality of the
campaign’s design work and to maximize the potential of a
coherent design strategy.
Slaby began scouring the web for portfolios. He was seeking
multi-dimensional designers who were comfortable both on
the web and in print, and who were comfortable working with
software tools like Illustrator and Photoshop as well as wrangling the details of a website at any given moment using coding
tools like HTML and CSS. Slaby didn’t look for people with
political experience; he was more interested in finding the best
designers and was willing to do whatever on-the-job training
was necessary to attune them to the specific demands of a
campaign. He found two people who met his criteria: John
Slabyk and myself. On August 26, 2007, I received an email
from Slaby with the subject line: “An opportunity to join us.”

Wow. I was just thinking about the Obama campaign and would
really love to talk to you. My portfolio has expanded far beyond
what is currently on my site, and I would love to help in your efforts.
Michael, let’s try talking tomorrow about this opportunity. What
time works well for you?
Scott

Scott:

After a brief phone call, Slaby and I arranged a time to meet
in person the following day with Joe Rospars, the campaign’s
Director of New Media. The next day, I left early from my job
and walked up Wacker Drive to the Obama campaign’s national
headquarters at 233 North Michigan Avenue.

I found your portfolio online via Creative Hotlist and am
impressed by the quality and breadth of your work. I am the
Deputy Director of New Media for Obama for America and am
looking to expand our team. I don’t know if you are looking for
full-time work, but if you’re interested in working in a fast-paced
team environment with a lot of creative freedom and the chance
to work toward something incredible, I hope you’ll get in touch
with me. I’m eager to discuss our needs with you.

I took the elevator to the 11th floor and was greeted by a young
staffer who led me to the back corner of the office: the new
media department, which consisted of a few cubicles and mismatched chairs that looked like they had just come from a thrift

Best,
Michael Slaby

Click-thru the Unicorn
Click-thru is a giant pink unicorn and decorated
member of the new media team. He stood strong,
assisting in the creation of many smiles and much
laughter throughout the campaign.
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The next day, I received a formal offer to join the campaign. I
began working the following day, along with John Slabyk, the
campaign’s other new full-time designer. Slaby had paired us
to complement each other: While my previous projects had
focused on web design, John’s had been oriented toward print
and branding. We both had little idea of what to expect, but
it didn’t take long for us grasp the scope and magnitude of our
endeavor. After the primaries, the design team was expanded
and we could rely on a larger staff, but for now it was up to the
two of us to take the “O” from here.

store. Scattered along the walls were Post-it Notes and scraps
of paper scribbled with lists and ideas. The space was full of
boxes that did double duty as makeshift tables for overflowing
desks. There was even an improvised basketball hoop, which I
later learned was the department’s major source of recreation.
The ramshackle setup of the office was endearingly at odds
with the brilliant collection of minds working within it – not
least because their goal was determining the next president of
the United States.
Michael Slaby invited me into a glass-paneled office and introduced himself and Rospars. Rospars’s office looked disheveled
with writing and diagrams scribbled all over the glass and
whiteboards that lined the walls. As we discussed my interests
and experience in design and politics, I mentioned that I was
from Iowa and had caucused in 2004. Joe asked me whom I
caucused for. My answer: Dennis Kucinich. He paused – Joe
had played a major role on the Howard Dean campaign – and
the room erupted with laughter. He then began introducing
me to the rest of the new media team: Stephen Geer, who
headed the campaign’s email and online fund-raising, and
Chris Hughes, the co-founder of Facebook, who managed
the campaign’s online organizing via its social network,
My.BarackObama.com. In another cluster sat Scott Goodstein,
the man behind Obama’s successful social media strategy and
its text message program. Kate Albright-Hanna, an Emmywinning producer from CNN, sat a few steps away, surrounded
by loads of equipment and stacks of MiniDV tapes. Kate was
responsible for telling the story of the campaign through the
videos that would be featured on the website throughout the
campaign. After the interview and introductions, Slaby and I
stepped outside, and he asked, “When can you start?”

D e s t i n at i o n : N e w Y o r k C i t y

Our first major task was to design graphics for Obama’s New
York City rally on September 27, 2008. The event was in
the backyard of our biggest opponent, Hillary Clinton, and
was anticipated to be the campaign’s biggest rally yet. On
September 21, our video team uploaded a video of Senator
Obama asking the people of New York to come together for
the event: “We can believe we can be one people. ... See you in
New York.” If we were working for a design firm with a conventional work schedule, a project the scale of the New York rally
would normally take months to develop. We had just about a
week. John and I quickly realized that our days of traditional
design process were over. As Slaby had told me in my interview,
our mission was to build a plane in mid-flight.
We were hoping for our largest crowd yet, and we had only a
few days to design posters, billboards, flyers, tickets, e-tickets,
T-shirts, email graphics, landing page graphics, feature graphics
for the homepage, a streaming live web page for the speech, and
donation pages to take advantage of the rally’s momentum. As
we plunged into the work, the original division of labor that
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Slaby had in mind for the two of us vanished. Distinctions
between print and web design became irrelevant because of
the sheer volume of work we were doing in so little time, and
because of how tightly we had to integrate our work on all the
elements for the rally. We had to trust each other to make the
right changes on any and all of our materials at any given time,
both in print and online.
Slabyk and I began sketching ideas, exploring possible paths,
and eventually combining our concepts into one design. I
pulled from Milton Glaser’s famous “I Heart NY” piece as
my inspiration, replacing the symbol for love with Obama’s
“O” logo and making it function as a verb. Slabyk drew on
the techniques of classic 20th century European poster design
and experimented with a “Dutch” angle – positioning the text
and image at an angle to the viewer. Over the course of the
week, our materials for the rally came together. Together, our
concepts made a design that was sleek and stylish enough for
New York City. Before we had a chance to reflect on our work
and decide how to proceed from here, the New York rally
was happening. 24,000 people – the largest crowd to date for
the campaign – gathered in front of the brightly lit arch of
Washington Square Park to hear Obama give a passionate and
personal speech:
“There are those who are saying you should be looking for
someone who can play the game better, but the problem is that
the game has been rigged. The time is too serious, the stakes are
too high, to play the same game over and over again.”
After we had finished live-streaming the event, Michael Slaby
looked at me and asked, “Did you ever think you’d design an
entire event in less than a week?” I replied, “Not like that.”
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The Desk of John Slabyk
John surrounded his work space with images from the
campaign, inspiring graphics, and the many buttons he
designed on the campaign.

Photocredit: Matt Ipcar

Photo credit: Matt Ipcar

Will Wan and Jess Schlueter (top),
John Slabyk (bottom),
A look inside the new media department, our desks
cluttered with computer monitors, various liquids, and
plenty of Obama art.
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Photo credit: Matt Ipcar

My desktop (top) from a bird’s eye
perspective, gearing up for Election Day.

Wade Sherrard (bottom)
working on a print piece.
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I “Obama” New York logo
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THE CHALLENGE
CHAPTER 3

A

s we turned our attention to the primary season, we
faced the challenge of executing a 50-state campaign.
We would need to design official assets for organizers
at every rally, large and small – from materials at a neighborhood cakewalk fund-raiser in Bettendorf, Iowa, to banners for
the national convention in Denver. We had to field requests
from the various groups within the new media department as
well as the other departments within the campaign.

it easier for us to collaborate and to explore different design
directions. They also ensured that designs appeared consistent
across the several mediums we were working on when one new
design would be distributed via print, email, and the web. We
built the boards from large pieces of black foam core, and we
covered them with printouts of designs we were working on,
archived imagery we were collecting for our projects, and any
other ideas that could inspire our designs.

It was clear to John and me that we were not going to have
much time to reflect on possible ideas for our projects.
Understanding the implications of not having the support
staff typically afforded by advertising and design firms made
for a tough transition to the world of a political campaign.
There was no time for working out a concept, building brand
standards, and extensively thinking through how we were
going to “roll out” a product. Instead, we would have to design
a particular graphic in one day. We never saw anything we
printed until it was in the field. The only printer’s proofs we
had were what we saw on breaking news coverage from CNN.
Our copywriters were the email team, and our clients were
hundreds of campaign staffers requesting design help. Unlike
most traditional advertising campaigns, after creating a graphic
or updating the homepage, a stream of comments would begin
to pour in. Our work was going to have to change quickly and
evolve to the constant pressures of a presidential campaign.

A major feature of our mood boards were design elements
that were already familiar parts of America’s visual vocabulary. Redeploying images that were already engrained in the
American mind created an avenue for communicating ideas
and associations that both complemented and transcended
words. When using an iconic vocabulary, it’s possible to
fumble. At one point in the campaign, we designed a sign
similar to the Presidential Seal for a governors’ summit. After
some debate as to whether the design was a good idea in the
first place, it was released and poorly placed directly in front of
Obama during the event, causing a flurry of criticism from the
right. In politics, these types of images have such potent meaning that we needed to employ them in a way that was effective
but not gratuitous.
We developed an aesthetic that combined the past and present appropriately for our candidate. Obama aspired to be a
new kind of president, but he was also one who drew upon
the American historical tradition. We implemented design
elements and typographic styles from the American political
past, including the kind of detailing that marks objects as
possessing authority and authenticity in the American mind,
such as scrolls used for certificates and elements of currency.
We also remixed the classic Uncle Sam U.S. Army poster with

Capturing the Mood of the Past and Present

John and I were working so quickly that we needed a way to
see the components we were doing separately from day-to-day
at a single glance. Our fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants process led
us to use what are known as “mood boards.” The boards made
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The Challenge
Change We Can Believe In

Slaby had deliberately chosen John and me because we hadn’t
been schooled in the conventions of political campaigns. He
knew we could raise the bar for the role of design in a political
campaign, and that we understood that the same design principles that applied to products and brands could be applied to
a political candidate. The initial results we were able to produce
made the staff willing to let us work independently, and gave
them confidence in our insistence that there was a better way
to design a campaign than what they were used to. Because
of this trust, we were able to work without depending on
approval from the typical ladder of departments as with most
organizations – a review and approval process that often leads
to less-than-consistent execution.

his finger pointed at the reader with a smiling Obama saying
“I Want You” to caucus. We issued reprints of Obama’s
speeches using the kinds of lettering and embellishments
associated with the Constitution. This kind of design used
a common visual language that evoked American history in
simple but powerful ways.
Q ua l i t y C o n t r o l

It was no easy task for just two people to handle the entire
design workload of a presidential campaign. Yet, despite the
small size of our team relative to the scope of the operation,
and despite our lack of time to employ the traditional review
process used by design firms, we managed to turn out work
that adhered to our standards with a level of consistency that
astonished outsiders. In an interview in Newsweek in February
of 2008, designer Michael Bierut observed: “I have sophisticated clients who pay me and other people well to try to keep
them on the straight and narrow, and they have trouble getting
everything set in the same typeface. And [Obama’s campaign]
seems to be able to do it in Cleveland and Cincinnati and
Houston and San Antonio. Every time you look, all those signs
are perfect. Graphic designers like me don’t understand how
it’s happening. It’s unprecedented and inconceivable to us. The
people in the know are flabbergasted.”

Being able to work with and rely on just one other designer led
to many late nights at the office. But being able to rely on and
collaborate with just one person was precisely what allowed
us to maintain the consistency that was so key to effective
visual messaging. Every single piece of campaign collateral
that incorporated design passed through our hands, and we
were able to diligently make sure that each of those items met
the standards that John and I had worked out together. We
didn’t even create an official style guide for the campaign until
we expanded our staff for the general election. After some
frustrations with outsourcing our printing to local vendors for
events, such as inconsistent color, we decided to buy a largeformat printer for our use in-house to create the hundreds of
podium signs needed for events. This created more work for
us, but it also let us control the process to get the results that
so astonished Bierut.

Ironically, it was the very lack of time and resources that are
usually available in the design process that made these high
standards possible. This was not “design by committee”, there
was no committee. The campaign was small enough that there
were no elaborate chains of hierarchy and approval so common
among corporate clients. We also benefitted from the trust we
earned from the other staffers once they saw what we could do.

Our consistent design standards and our direct link to the
people who were actually using and implementing our work
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focused their attention on front-end programming that would
make the sites function as efficiently as possible.

on the ground also gave us another unexpected advantage.
We couldn’t respond to every individual email in our inbox
asking for a JPEG of the “O” logo or a file for the “Change”
banner, and we couldn’t hire someone just to distribute art. We
made the decision to place all the design assets online, where
anyone could download them and use them for their particular
needs, context, and purpose. This wasn’t an obvious solution.
Coming from a corporate advertising design environment, this
open-source approach was a total shift away from traditional
thinking about visual branding, in which proper brand management means centralized brand control. This was especially
useful once we initiated the Artists for Obama campaign, when
our design repertoire expanded to include the many artists who
were inspired by the campaign and contributed their creative
talents to the cause.

Our goal was to implement the principles of the campaign in
visual form, and to employ the principles of the campaign into
our design process. This posed a different set of challenges, one
that required equally innovative solutions.
A M e ss a g e o f H o p e

One of the ideas that formed the bedrock of the campaign was
reintroducing hope into American politics after years of deepening cynicism among potential voters. The “Hope” visual was
iconic and beautiful in its simplicity, but we also knew it was a
difficult platform to run on. Hope could seem intangible and
unrealistic – especially to voters who were disenchanted by the
limitations of the American political system, the very people
we were trying to reach. But while we were wary of the risks
that came with placing hope at the center of the campaign,
Obama’s unique persona made it a successful strategy to win
over hearts and minds. Obama’s idealism was balanced by a
sense of gravitas and pragmatism, and his focus on creative
problem solving made hope seem real and sound-minded,
not a pie-in-the-sky illusion. Instead of being turned off or
dismissive, people responded to Obama’s call for a belief in
new possibilities.

For the general election, we decided that our small team of
designers needed to expand to a larger group that would be
structured by a more distinct division of labor, with print,
web, and production handled separately. Our print team was
responsible for designing much of the printed materials being
distributed throughout the states and used for direct-mail
campaigns, as well as many of the flyers, tickets, and posters for
events occurring around the country. Our production team was
responsible for physically producing these elements, and spent
much of their time printing out design components, mounting the print to foam core, and cutting out the signs with
X-Acto blades. The web team spent their time designing online
campaigns, working on general site maintenance and enhancements, and creating media-oriented microsites, including Fight
the Smears, The McCain Record, and the Tax Calculator. Some
staff specialized in design and user interaction, while others

The theme of hope quickly took on a life of its own among
our supporters, and we were in no position to tell them not to
be hopeful. So instead of changing course, we embraced the
moment and took advantage of the momentum. Placing hope
at the center of our visual campaign tied in with Obama’s message, bringing out the American longing for a plausible form
of optimism. Hope also was a consensus-building tool: It didn’t
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Inspiration
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with pride, and that they would feel was a direct statement
by them. This would both create and reinforce participation
within the movement, using design to create a unity of image
and conviction.

have the partisan charge of words like “security” or “life.” Early
on, we used the word “hope” as a message on yard signs, with
the ‘o’ in “hope” replaced with the Obama “O” logo. Later, we
realized that “hope” didn’t have to be communicated just with
typography but could also be communicated through visual
imagery. Whether it came in the form of a white glow behind
an image, a radiant sunbeam, or a graceful waving flag, visual
expressions of hope could inspire people in a way that was
concretely embodied in these forms and symbols.

The main way to do this was to make sure we kept our
supporters at the forefront of our decisions. Direct feedback
from our supporters poured in through the comments on our
social media projects, including the official campaign blog
and My.BarackObama.com, as soon as any speech was over or
when we made a new addition to the website. We paid close
attention to these comments, because they offered us a true
measure of the effectiveness of our efforts without the misguided conclusions that often come with official focus groups.
Reading what our supporters had to say gave us ideas and guidance that made our campaign truly grassroots in character. I
could scout message boards to get the kind of helpful feedback
that normally would have required a bigger staff and a lengthy
review process. When commenters noticed an inconsistent
serif font in our “Veterans for Obama” logo or thought that
our use of a rainbow in our Pride logo looked too childish, I
could implement changes immediately. Our commitment to
erasing the distinction between voters and the electoral process
didn’t just make for good politics; it made for good design.

“We” not “He”

One of the core goals of the Obama campaign was to engage
voters by making them feel like they mattered. We wanted to
actively involve individuals in the political process to show
that they could make a difference, and we wanted to build a
campaign that had a reciprocal relationship with the grassroots
rather than being a separate entity removed from our supporters on the ground. As staffers, we didn’t view ourselves as
superior to the people on the ground; we saw ourselves as an
extension of the grassroots. As we were brainstorming event
titles or developing specific campaigns, we sought to focus
our message on a theme of “we,” the people, rather than “he,”
Barack Obama.
We wanted to bring the movement we were creating into
the campaign. So we tried to use every opportunity we had,
visual and otherwise, to welcome and engage everyday people
and to be inviting and empowering rather than isolated and
hierarchical. We hoped that this kind of message would instill a
pride and loyalty in our supporters that would in turn reinforce
the link between our supporters and our message. We wanted
a sign we designed to be something a supporter could hold

T r a n s pa r e n c y 2 . 0

The Obama campaign was also committed to opening up
the political process from the top down. After eight years
of a secretive administration that made crucial decisions
behind closed doors, we wanted to make our campaign open
to the public and to make our choices open to scrutiny and
discussion. The 2008 campaign came just at the moment that
Facebook, Twitter, and other forms of social media provided
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new lines of communication among people and heightened
expectations for the level of disclosure available from politicians and organizations.

design process, they also drove the fund-raising process. As our
interactive tools reached more and more people, design and
fund-raising reinforced each other.

To bring the principle of transparency together with these new
types of interactive media and to make the campaign a genuine
grassroots endeavor, we created a campaign headquarters blog
that generated the highest traffic of any part of our site. Bloggers
Sam Graham-Felsen, Chris Hass, and Amanda Scott delivered
content that told the entire story of the campaign. Rather than
merely a daily diary following the candidate, the blog told the
stories of supporters across the country. The blog posts were
followed by thousands of readers every day. They generated
hundreds of comments that we could use to gauge what our
movement wanted to see, and that gave individual supporters
another way to exchange thoughts and ideas. The popularity
of the blog had a unifying effect, as our users’ interest in and
demand for more information required us to offer them new
ways get that information. The website also became our biggest
fund-raising channel. The Obama campaign was built on small
donations from individuals, and just as individuals drove the

Interactive features like our campaign blog, the video diary,
and individual My.BarackObama.com microsites gave us a
way to make design decisions that were based on what voters
really wanted, as opposed to what we thought they wanted,
or what we wanted to tell them they wanted. Combined with
web analytics, they gave us direct, firsthand information about
what worked and what didn’t, and let our design process be
driven by hard data about voters’ responses and opinions,
not hypothetical speculations. Our design decisions could be
genuinely responsive because we could pay close attention to
both qualitative feedback and site traffic data, and avoid preemptive spin in favor of actually listening to what people had
to say. Voters had a voice that mattered.
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Posters

John Slabyk
Washington, D.C.
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Posters

John Slabyk
Washington, D.C.
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A More Perfect Union Speech
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A More Perfect Union DVD
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Obama Bu\ons
Jess Weida created hundreds of buttons within campaign
headquarters for just about anyone who wanted one.
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THE VISUAL VOICE
CHAPTER 4

When we thought about the kind of campaign we wanted to
create, we drew on our own belief in Obama and his ability to
change politics and America for the better. Our design choices
were the direct result of our own emotions about the candidate,
not our purported expertise in branding. Our design scheme
wouldn’t have struck a chord among millions of Americans if
it hadn’t originated in a genuine set of feelings. Moreover, it
would not have been compelling if the emotive elements of the
brand hadn’t been reiterated on every level of the campaign.
The designers who took pay cuts or did work for free on the
campaign did so because they believed in Obama and were not
manufacturers of the brand. Instead, we created an emotional
vehicle that was affirmed and diffused by our supporters on
the ground. No slick campaign literature would have been
sufficient to create a message that would change minds. It was
people’s experience of the campaign – their encounters with
the people who took the time to knock on doors and set up
tables outside of supermarkets – that ultimately conveyed the
brand. Our representation of Obama was a vehicle for this
emotional content, but it was not a replacement for it. Indeed,
it would have been nothing without it. Every voice in the
campaign was one part of a broad matrix, of which design was
one of many constituent elements.

ne of the campaign’s most dramatic innovations
was our formation of a successful political brand,
a type of messaging that had never been applied so
systematically to politics. “Branding” is a scary word to apply
to a political candidate, because it suggests that electoral politics has become just another consumer product. But branding
isn’t about creating a commodity. As Marty Neumeier notes in
his book Brand Gap, branding is “a person’s gut feeling about
a product, service, or organization.” Branding, in other words,
is essentially emotive and evocative. The Obama “brand”
consisted of the full range of sentiments and associations
people had about the candidate, the feelings that he inspired
among his supporters, and the emotions that those supporters
successfully conveyed to other people to make their case for
the candidate.
This approach to branding reveals perhaps the most important
key to the success of the Obama brand. It was not contrived or
manufactured by a marketing team or by political operatives.
Rather, it was built on a reciprocal relationship between the
candidate as a human being and the sincerity and commitment of his supporters. Branding naturally involved careful
and thoughtful choices about design: as Newsweek noted,
the campaign’s design strategy was “much more cohesive and
comprehensive than anything we’ve seen before, involving a
logo, typefaces, and web design in a way that transcends the
mere appropriation of commercial tactics to achieve the sort
of seamless brand identity that the most up-to-date companies
strive for.” But because of the evocative character of both
design and branding, our design choices would not have been
compelling if they had not been driven by the genuine passion
of the people who created them.

There was another critical element of the success of the Obama
brand: It had nothing to do with the smoke and mirrors usually associated with terms like “brand management.” Successful
branding creates symmetry between image and substance, and
brands work only when the organization corresponds to the
individuals it is working to organize. In certain respects,
our job was easy: We weren’t trying to convince anyone that
Obama was something that he wasn’t. The Obama brand
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worked because it was an accurate and transparent rendering of
what Obama stood for, not a distortion of who he was or a way
to pander to voters. It conveyed Obama’s key qualities in a way
that was both effective and accessible without compromising his
intellectual heft or his eye for complexity. Obama was eloquent
but down to earth. He was attuned to the concerns of everyday
Americans without resorting to demagoguery. He didn’t need
distortion or spin, and our charge was to design a campaign that
reflected his substance rather than trying to manufacture it. We
drew our inspiration from his words and energy throughout the
campaign, and our strategy would not have worked if Obama’s
message hadn’t rung so true and hadn’t resonated so deeply
with the American public. Our work expressed the message and
served as the messenger, but it was never more important than
Obama himself.

Accordingly, we conceived and implemented every element of
our design scheme to deliver a consistent experience. We knew
that people tend to vote for people they trust, and we made
design choices that would consolidate voters’ perceptions of
Obama as a candidate who was worth their trust. Because of
their evocative power, design and branding elements can create
a stable personal bond between voters and the candidate. We
wanted voters to see and think the same things every time they
thought of Obama, and we wanted to elicit the feeling that he
was a familiar figure whose attributes and values they could
relate to and trust. If our designs were all over the map, people
would think the same of our message. Our tightly integrated
visual strategy strengthened our public image of Obama, and
served as a counterweight to the charges of inexperience that
other candidates tried to level against him.

T h e M e a n i n g o f t h e M e ss a g e

A N e w V i s ua l L a n g ua g e

Part of why branding is effective is because it reinforces the consistency and stability of a particular message. This is especially
critical for a political campaign: Without consistency, people
find it difficult to find you credible or worth their loyalty. To
gain the trust of the American people, Obama had to stay
“on message,” and part of being “on message” is maintaining
consistency – including visual consistency. Barack Obama was
a relatively young junior senator, and his opponents frequently
attacked him for his lack of experience in elected office. Design
elements like typography and the use of color would not add
years of experience to Obama’s resume, but they could play a
role in determining what people perceived as the benefits of
experience, such as a high level of organization, clear thinking,
and flawless execution.

Designers often want to pull in new creative solutions for
each project or task, but in a sustained campaign this would
have diluted our design vocabulary with too many dissonant
elements. To establish a distinctive visual message, we created
a customized visual language for the campaign, utilizing color,
typography, and specific design components to build a visual
narrative. We wanted people to make connections between
the many different experiences of the campaign, like watching
a rally on television, visiting the Obama website, or reading a
piece of direct mail from the campaign. To make this relationship concrete, we experimented with elements such as typefaces,
icons, and gradients to forge a cohesive visual vocabulary that
would become the Obama brand standards.
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Our visual language consisted of four styles that we created to
give us a framework for each particular direction of our wide
range of tasks. We referred to these styles as Campaign, Instant
Vintage, Timeless, and Supporters. Each language consisted
of a distinctive color palette, typography, and set of imagery.
The Campaign style used the Obama bright blue gradient, the
radiating white glow emanating from the horizon, and glossy
“buttons” for actionable items. The Instant Vintage language
adopted elements from America’s visual heritage to communicate the historic nature of the campaign and create connections
with America’s past. The Timeless visual language pulled in
imagery that was specifically associated with presidential and
American history. Supporters was a catch-all category for the
individual creative work created by our grassroots supporters
that we wanted to incorporate into our efforts while distinguishing it from official campaign material.
A Pa l e t t e f o r P o l i t i cs

One of the subtlest yet most powerful choices designers make
is how to use color. To create a controlled and consistent
color palette to match our visual language, we used a simple
primary bright blue color for the Campaign style to symbolize
the Democratic Party, a marbled gray for the pediment of the
White House, and Republican red as our “accent” color to
illustrate the campaign’s theme of unity. The Instant Vintage
colors were more muted: They were derived from historical
images whose tones had faded over the years, and conveyed the
historic qualities of those images. The Timeless visual language
used a darker navy blue in place of the bright blue used in the
Campaign style, as well as silver and a yellow that was reminiscent of parchment.
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In the fall of 2007, Michael Slaby, Joe Rospars, John Slabyk,
and I stayed up for a late-night brainstorming session to discuss
what the site needed to do for Obama to be successful in the
primary races. We started by identifying key verbs, such as
“persuade,” “raise,” and “connect,” and used them to determine
the basic infrastructure that we would use to re-design the site.

Blue – the color of the sky, the flag, and the Democratic
Party – was our dominant color. The variety of mediums we
were working in made it hard to make sure that our blue was
consistent, whether it appeared on the web, in email, or in
print. In different kinds of light, different camera lenses, and
different television screens, the blue printed on placards and
banners was never the exact same color as the one in our original swatch book. Over the course of the campaign, our ability
to maintain a blue that would be bright and vibrant became
more controlled and consistent in a broader range of media,
and had the effect of making the campaign seem brighter and
brighter as we inched toward Election Day.

This process was an opportunity for John and me to consider
the full range of design questions we had been mulling over in
our first months on the campaign: How should we use color,
typography, and photographs? Does this color of sky blue
make the senator appear “in the clouds”? Does this dark blue
make him appear sinister? Can we bring in grays and whites
that resemble the polished marble facade of the White House
without it seeming presumptuous? Can we use only Gotham
for headlines, or should it be a serif typeface?

BarackObama.com

Even as recently as the 1990s, a political campaign’s message
was limited to a poster and a segment on the nightly news.
Now, the internet is a central part of our culture, and voters can get information from independent blogs, campaign
websites, YouTube videos, email, and social networks such as
Facebook and Twitter. This has made more information than
ever before available to voters, and has dramatically expanded
the potential interface between voters and candidates. To
maximize the potential of these technologies, we needed our
website to attract visitors, give them a reason to stick around,
and link their experience online with our efforts on the ground.
User-friendly information architecture and site design would
be the foundation for such features as our campaign blog,
videos, social networking, and volunteer mobilization. Since
our fund-raising strategy was focused on small individual donations, our website would also play a central role in determining
its success.

We zeroed in on key objectives: to systematically control the
use of color, adhere to consistent typographic styles, to communicate hope through emotive design elements, and to separate
various components of content in a logical order would create
a familiar user experience no matter what page a user landed
on. We also needed consistent design elements, navigation, and
page layout that would look the same in whatever browser our
users happened to use.
However, we had some serious constraints. We’d inherited a site
that already had hundreds of pages that were live, and more
were being created every day. The site was going to constantly
evolve, and we needed to develop work-arounds that accommodated constant additions and were custom-made to bridge
the gap between what we had and what we wanted. We were
also short on time and personnel. Most websites for major
operations, corporate or otherwise, let designers start from the
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have made sense for a single product, but not something this
expansive, and not at this pace. We were working on all pages
at once, in real time.

beginning and give them months to create site infrastructure
and to code and test the site. We simply did not have the luxury
of time and extra staff that usually comes with working in an
agency or web development shop, and that meant that we had
to rethink much of the conventional wisdom about how to
create a website.

These weren’t ideal working conditions for a web designer, but
they created opportunities to rethink how to make the site do
what we wanted it to do. Because we didn’t have time for formal
focus groups, we relied on A/B testing and Google Analytics to
make decisions about how to tweak the design and optimize it
for our users. This let us base our changes and choices on solid
empirical evidence, rather than a small sample pool. Because
we could quickly see what was working and what wasn’t from
direct feedback and hard data from users, we could take much
of the guesswork out of the site design. The people who tested
our site and determined our decisions were our visitors.

We knew that our site was going to receive very high traffic at
certain moments, such as during speeches, election results, and
televised debates. To create a well-oiled machine we were going
to need to deliver content during and after key events.We also
needed to make our content static so we could distribute it
over a content delivery network, maximizing bandwidth and
avoiding backlogs when the site received a swarm of visitors at
once. This would require new design templates for every page,
so we created a library of assets to make the production work
as simple as possible.

Our reliance on analytics made designing and building
portions of the website as much of a grassroots effort as
knocking on doors and making phone calls. In our case, the
grassroots served as the measuring stick of success. By running
experiments we could easily solve problems, answer questions,
determine best practices, and understand our supporters.

We were using the back-end structure for MyBarackObama.
com, which had been developed by Blue State Digital. Our
other main domain, BarackObama.com, would be accessed
through different servers. We would compensate for our lack
of time by developing the website live, something that just
isn’t done in most professional web development operations.
There were also certain standard server administration tasks
that we weren’t going to have time to attend to. Initially, the
pace of our development process didn’t give us the room for
instituting a file versioning repository to control files. This
meant making edits on live pages, which was risky business.
We also faced another problem: Since we weren’t creating every
single page from the ground up, we didn’t have the time to go
through every bit of code before going live to make sure every
page complied with standards for page validation. This would

This approach extended to our other choices about design. For
example, most designers see splash pages as taboo. They are
seen as an annoying imposition to users, since they require an
additional click to enter the main site. However, to build our
stock of usable data for targeted volunteering and fund-raising
emails, we decided to use a splash page to ask visitors for their
email address and ZIP code. This built our email strategy
into our site design from the top down. The information users
gave us from our splash page created the bulk of our email
list, which became the largest of any campaign in history. It
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opinion.” But these approaches involve extrapolation and
projection, which means that they are often at several degrees
removed from what people actually think. The optimization
technology that we used to make our decisions is the same
technology that lets Google target ads to you based on how
you use the web. In the consumer context, this will give
advertisers the ability to direct ads to people who are more
likely to respond to them. In the political sphere, it means
that web analytics, complemented by the qualitative feedback
of site comments, can provide far more direct information to
campaigns much more quickly than ever before. They also give
campaigns a measure of success that has never been available in
such tangible form before an election.

enhanced our stock of direct contact information campaign,
letting us reach as many interested people as possible without
resorting to such clumsy techniques as “robocalls.”
We also designed the site to invent new ways of making our
campaign as participatory as possible. To draw on the particular
talents and resources of our supporters, we asked everyone who
donated to our campaign for their profession. We used this
information to generate specific funding appeals, but we also
used it in other ways: When we decided to design a campaign
T-shirt, we sent an invitation to every user who had described
themselves using the words “artist,” “designer,” or “creative.” If
they wanted to submit a design, the e-mail gave them a link
that sent them to a page with the requisite visual assets so they
could create a design and upload it to the site. In just a few
days, we had thousands of T-shirt designs. We made the contest
into a vote for “Tees By the People, for the People,” letting users
cast their ballots. The shirt with the highest number of votes
won, and was available for purchase on the site.

This technology has dramatic implications, because it has the
potential to transform how citizens interact with both political
candidates and their elected representatives. As more and more
of politics goes online, this technology can democratize the
relationship between voters and politicians, making government and electoral politics far more responsive to individuals
based on how they access and use information resources.
Theses technologies are not merely an adjunct to other elements of campaigning. They are going to fundamentally
change how campaigns are run and how people go about the
business of democracy. They will play a central role in future
campaigns because they are the best way to communicate
information, mobilize support, and respond to voters. In this
case, the medium really is the message, and we are just beginning to understand the implications. Our use of analytics in
the Obama campaign heralds a new era: The future of politics
will be online.

Design and analytics were critical to the success of our online
campaign because we could use them to fine-tune how to
communicate most effectively with users. We could see, for
example, that more people donated when our fund-raising page
was in one column instead of two, and then make future decisions accordingly to maximize the potential of each visit. Our
grassroots orientation become more than an ideal; it was a way
to create good design. This in turn fulfilled our ambition for
our work as designers: We didn’t just make things pretty – we
made things work.
The science of web analytics will change dramatically over the
coming years. Previous campaigns have relied on polls and
focus groups to nail down that nebulous thing called “public
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Original Site Design
The campaign website before the
redesign in December of 2007.
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Sketch of Website’s Pixel Dimensions
This sketch from my sketchbook was used while
programming the site.
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Visual Voice
Initial Site Concepts

Visual Voice
Initial Site Concepts
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Visual Voice
Final Site Design

Visual Voice
Feature Graphics

Visual Voice
Feature Graphics

Visual Voice
Fight the Smears
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I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG

of the

United States ofAmerica
AND TO THE REPUBLIC FOR WHICH IT STANDS

O N E N AT I O N U N D E R G O D

indivisible,
with
L I B E R T Y and J U S T I C E
F O R A L L

O

O

O

AN AMERICAN TYPEFACE
CHAPTER 5

Gotham made its campaign debut on October 12, 2008. That
day, the feature graphic on the campaign website included the
phrase “Lessons from Iraq.” We noticed that in the Gill Sans
typeface, the curling “r” and “q” in “Iraq” just weren’t appropriate for the subject at hand: The face had quill-like terminals that
made the image look too fancy, like a wedding invitation. The
campaign decided to go with Gotham from then on out. In the
following weeks, Gotham began to appear both in the feature
area of the website, as well as throughout the campaign’s graphics, literature, advertisements, and placards. Around the same
time, I began designing graphics for Obama’s appearance at
Arizona State University, where we premiered our “Change We
Can Believe In” credo using Gotham on placards and banners.

hen Sol Sender created the “O” logo, he used
two typefaces that the campaign would rely on
for almost a year: Gill Sans and Perpetua, created
by the British type designer Eric Gill. Perpetua, a Roman face
designed in 1925, can be found in the naves of churches in West
Sussex, England. Gill Sans, a geometric sans-serif, was inspired
by Edward Johnston’s London Underground typeface. Both
are truly British in influence and style, and both – especially
Gill Sans – appear elegant, sophisticated and classic. However,
these qualities also made them seem stylistically formal, and
somewhat reminiscent of a European black-tie affair. We
wanted the message we sent to be much different, so we began
exploring other possibilities. Typefaces speak for the words
they compose, and some of the more obvious options said the
wrong things. A Swiss face like Helvetica, the font of choice for
many government organizations, would communicate a sense
that our campaign was official, but it would also make Senator
Obama seem generic and part of the establishment. We were
looking for a typeface that was versatile and bold, simple but
elegant, and that looked historically and stylistically American.

As Gotham became our standard typeface, we tried out varying
weights and styles. We decided to give priority to segmented
terms that created a visual hierarchy to reflect our message. For
example, “Change We Can Believe In” featured “change” as
the most prominent word, with the rest of the phrase balanced
below it. We also aligned the edges of the letterforms along the
same grid line to both the right and left of the block of text,
known to designers as full justification. This was rooted in the
tradition of letterpress printing, where letters were often spaced
evenly line after line to create a solid and stable form.

Our top choice quickly became Gotham, a typeface created
by Jonathan Hoefler and Tobias Frere-Jones, who have also
designed typefaces for The Wall Street Journal, Rolling Stone,
and the United Nations. Gotham was initially commissioned
by GQ magazine, whose editors were looking for a typeface
that appeared masculine, new, and fresh. The Gotham typeface
was inspired by the signs at the Port Authority Bus Terminal
on Eighth Avenue in New York City. Frere-Jones had grown up
the city, and was always fond of the distinctive lettering of the
“old” New York. The typeface was attractive but unassuming. It
appeared blue collar but could dress up nicely. In other words,
it was a perfectly American choice.

Although Gotham was the campaign’s official typeface, no type
collection can be complete with a geometric sans-serif alone.
For smaller sizes of type and large blocks of text, we needed a
more readable serif, and for a personal touches, a script. John
started using a face with the appropriate name of “Liberation
Serif,” while I preferred Chronicle and Hoefler text for a serif
face. We often used Liberation Serif for mastheads and stuck
with Chronicle and Hoefler Text for body copy. Pulling from
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Type used by the campaign before
October of 2007

Type used by the campaign after
October of 2007

PERPETUA

GILL SANS

GOTHAM

LIBERATION SERIF

ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ

the past, we often mixed the geometric sans-serif, Gotham,
with an old-fashioned script for words such as “and,” “for,”
and “the.”  
The effect of typography and visual design is delicate and often
subliminal. As a result, explaining the importance of a strict
adherence to typographic standards to staff members, most of
whom had no background in graphic design, was a challenge.
Before John and I came on board, staffers often changed the
typography to accentuate the specific talking point of the
event. To a non-designer, this might seem to make sense, but
it is actually a logistical nightmare since it requires constant
redesigning for every possible occasion.

Working closely with advance team, who prepped for events on
the ground, we were able to maintain the unprecedented consistency throughout the long campaign that made Barack Obama
a viable political candidate and a household name.
As the campaign’s visual composition began to evolve into a
professional design system, pragmatic decisions on typographic
consistency prompted a flood of media requests seeking interviews with the campaign’s “font guru.” This was a gratifying
moment for us. It was proof that our decisions about design were
playing a role in how people perceived our campaign, and that
design was making a difference.

To streamline the process, we created a system of elements
that used a typographical template to manufacture everything
that used type and design. This took the burden of day-to-day
redesigning off the shoulders of campaign staffers, and allowed
them to concentrate on their individual fields of expertise.
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Typography standards used by
the campaign

GOTHAM

OCCASIONAL
Snell ROUNDHAND

SERIFS

Gotham is used in varying weights,
segmented out in terms of messaging hierarchy. In standard display
format, a fully justified grid is preferred for strength and symmetry.

Snell Roundhand should be used
sparingly on items such as “to”,
“the”, “from”, “for” and “by”. Be
aware of how often this technique
is implemented in a single design,
as well as the appropriateness of it
in context of the message itself.

STANDARD DISPLAY SERIF

IN A GRID

For all headline displays, text
should always be set in ALL CAPS.
Lowercase letterforms are only to be
displayed in body copy.

Display Serif (it is available free online).
When seeking the look of a bridge
between “campaign” and “timeless”
aesthetic, this is the way to go.

Standard Web / Body Serif

JUDGMENT to LEAD

CHANGE
WE CAN BELIEVE IN

Liberation Serif Bold is the Standard

GEORGIA is the Standard Web Serif.
The effect intended when using Snell
Roundhand in graphics can also be
executed by italicizing Georgia.

OUR TIME
for

The

OBAMA

CHANGE

ACTION WIRE

HAS COME

SPECIAL SERIF

CHANGE
WE CAN
BELIEVE IN

NATIONAL

VOTER
PROTECTION

CENTER

STATE

of the
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RACE

CHRONICLE is the Special Serif, to
be used when creating items solely in
the “timeless” look.
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VOTE FOR CHANGE
CHAPTER 6

I

With voting laws and regulations varying by state, county, and
municipality, we discovered that the main reason many people
weren’t voting was because of confusion about eligibility and
registration. VoteForChange used the Internet to simplify an
often convoluted process. The initial concept for the site was
simple: Users would answer a series of questions about where
they lived, and VoteforChange.com would search voter files
and provide the users with either their polling place or a stepby-step breakdown of how to register and where to vote. All
the questions were made as user-friendly as possible. They were
also based on a logical progression that reduced the number of
questions people had to complete while allowing us to acquire
enough data to give them the information they needed. For
example, if the user entered “February 19, 1945” for his or
her birthday, the system would not follow up with, “Are you a
college student?”

nside the campaign, we knew both the primary and general elections came down to a question of voter turnout.
But before we rallied to get voters to the polls on Election
Day, we had to get them to register.
As a community organizer on Chicago’s South Side, Obama
had spent the early part of his career stressing the importance
of participating in the democratic process. In 1992, as director
of Project Vote, Obama helped to register 150,000 voters
in Chicago’s underrepresented neighborhoods on the city’s
South Side. Project Vote helped Illinois elect the first AfricanAmerican woman to the U.S. Senate, Carol Moseley Braun.
The challenge for the campaign became turning polls and
projections into electoral reality, and that meant finding out
why so many potential voters don’t always make it out to vote.
The campaign had already established a sizeable lead among
younger voting demographics. But as any political analyst will
tell you, young people aren’t the most likely voters to make it to
their polling place on Election Day, in part because their transitory nature often leads to uncertainty about where and how to
vote. If we could register a landmark number of new voters
and give them clear information on how and where to vote, we
would have a significant edge come Election Day.

The site was a simple and quick method of determining voting
status. But behind the scenes, the information architecture
that would lead a user through it in the most efficient manner
possible was quite complex, and the logic diagram we created
to guide people through the various steps resembled the schematic for launching a rocket ship rather than building a website. We also used web analytics to determine which parts of
the questionnaire users were leaving blank, and at what points
they were leaving the site without completing the process. This
allowed us to adjust and reformulate the questions accordingly.
For example, we decided to inform users why we were asking
sensitive questions – such as, “What is your social security
number?” – and gave them options for printing out the form
and completing it by hand before submitting it.

In early July of 2008, a few staffers decided we would use the
Internet to help get out the vote in an entirely new way. Chris
Hughes approached me with a concept that built on the success of VotePoke and Rock the Vote, which used technology to
make information on registering and voting more accessible.
Hughes thought we could use a similar approach to assist
people in registering to vote online. After analyzing various
existing projects, I came up with an idea that would become
VoteforChange.com, the site that would function as a central
hub for our registration efforts.
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visual communication in a democracy. Imagery has a long and
distinguished tradition in American politics, ranging from
Thomas Nast’s Tammany Tiger to the World War II war bond
campaign. Political posters have always been a traditional visual
point of reference for political and social movements, often
becoming the most memorable record of historical events.

REA S ON S TO V o t e f o r C h a n g e

With a firm concept and a visual structure for the site in place,
we needed a fresh way to promote it. Working with SS+K, an
advertising agency in New York, we came up with a campaign
titled “Reasons.” Rather than using manufactured appeals
devised by campaign headquarters, it highlighted individual
responses from our supporters about why they were registering
to vote. We didn’t want to give potential voters rationalizations
crafted by seasoned political consultants. Instead, we wanted
to hear what reasons made people passionate about voting in
this election. In tandem with expressive illustrations, we hoped
their messages would be heard by new audiences.

Our posters also drew on another long-standing American
political tradition. As a form of positive advocacy, they
drew on Americans’ cultural inclination toward optimism.
Americans do not want to be pessimistic; we believe that we
can fulfill our dreams, and we want to believe that something
better is possible. The fearmongering of the Bush campaign
in 2004 and the Nixon campaigns of 1968 and 1972 are, in
some respects, exceptional: The American political sensibility
regards negative and antagonistic campaigning with distaste.
This is why appeals to American optimism have been so successful across party lines, including John F. Kennedy’s vision
of Americans as “confident, courageous, and persevering” in
the face of peril, and Ronald Reagan’s assurance that it was
“Morning in America.”

The next step was to create visuals that would illustrate people’s
reasons for making it to the polls. With our design team
already pressed for time, we called in a group of illustrators
from all across the country to create the visual aspect of the
campaign. Each design utilized an artist’s illustration style that
would demonstrate a reason to vote. The result was the Vote for
Change advertising campaign and poster series.
The increasingly prominent role of graphic design in the
campaign raised some interesting questions about the role of
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and effective than words, as seen with everything from the
Golden Arches to the icons on your computer keyboard. The
effectiveness of the poster series and the art created by individuals inspired by the campaign came from our recognition that
even an ostensibly simple image can offer a more thorough and
integrated message than a speech or a press release. To place
design at the center of a campaign in a culture that operates
on visual messaging was effective, but it was the concept of
participation that placed the American people at the core of
that message.

The emerging role of independent artists and designers in the
campaign prompted some critics on the right to dismiss their
creations with the notoriously vague term of “propaganda.”
Obama’s right-wing critics seemed to define “propaganda” as
anything they disagreed with. Yet while their charges weren’t
thoughtful arguments, the question of what constitutes propaganda is worth considering.
Visual communication seems to be especially vulnerable to the
charge that its purpose is not persuasion but manipulation.
This suspicion of imagery stems from its reliance on emotion
and association rather than reason. Images are evocative, rather
than logical. But that does not make visual imagery prone to
distortion any more than any other kind of appeal, including
classical political rhetoric. And in America, where people
choose their president based on whom they’d like to have a beer
with, emotions and associations matter, because the emotive
qualities of images are precisely the qualities that move people
to vote. We wanted to use the full range of ways that there
are to say something, and sometimes images are a better way
to communicate than words. The use of images and symbols
affords a level of communication that can be far more direct

As with our use of branding, we weren’t using visual imagery to
distract voters from our intentions, but to make our principles
transparent. Voting is the essence of the democratic system,
and participation in the electoral process is the cornerstone
of democracy. Exercising the right to vote is our privilege and
obligation as Americans, and the imagery in this work was
created to inspire true participatory democracy. The illustrators
variety of styles was a representation of the many voices that
make up the American chorus.
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Aaron Meshon
aaronmeshon.com

Brooklyn, New York
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-Josie K.

Brian Flynn
HYBRID-DESIGN.COM

San Franc∆co, California
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Tri◊an Eaton
THUNDERDOGSTUDIOS.com

Long Island City, New York
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Caleb Kozlowski
pop-fusion.com

Brooklyn, New York
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Sam Brown

EXPLODINGDOG.com

We◊ Hartford, Conne±icut

Melinda Beck
melindabeck.com

Brooklyn, NewYork
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Cody Hudson
STRUGGLEINC.com

Chicago, I¬ino∞
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Max E◊es
maxestes.com

Brooklyn, NewYork
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Alex Fuller
Alexfuller.com

Chicago, Illinois

Alex Fuller
Alexfuller.com

Chicago, Illinois
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ARTISTS FOR OBAMA
CHAPTER 7

“I wanted to make an art piece of Barack Obama because I
thought an iconic portrait of him could symbolize and amplify
the importance of his mission. I believe Obama will guide this
country to a future where everyone can thrive and I should
support him vigorously for the sake of my two young daughters.
I have made art opposing the Iraq war for several years, and
making art of Obama, who opposed the war from the start, is
like making art for peace. I know I have an audience of young
art fans and I’m delighted I can encourage them to see the
merits of Barack Obama.”

he campaign’s design strategy also served as a point of
departure for individual artists, whose independent
work strengthened the message of the campaign. To
engage the art community that had stood on the sidelines of
politics in recent years, we initiated the Artists for Obama
poster series. Our idea was to invite artists to participate in the
creation of a new kind of campaign poster, one that would be
the expression of the individual artist rather than a reiteration of
campaign materials.
The original concept was to create posters that would be
printed on fairly nice paper stock, designed by artists from
around the country, and sent to supporters who purchased
the posters through our online store. We hoped the Artists
for Obama poster series wouldn’t be just another method of
campaigning, but would create images that would be cherished
by anyone who owned one. We invited artists to participate in
the process with this creative brief:

Fairey’s use of the word “change” in the poster highlighted a
central campaign theme, but it was his use of a stylized version
of Obama’s face that showed how an image could both reinforce a message and convey an entirely different level of meaning. Using reds and blues, Fairey’s portrait configured Obama’s
body, face, and eyes to communicate to the viewer that he was
a man who was looking forward to the future but who was also
resolute; one who was both an idealist and a pragmatist. Artists
for Obama was primarily intended for campaign fund-raising
efforts, but Fairey’s image took on a life of its own. Along with
his “Hope” and “Vote” posters, the “Change” image became
one of the main visuals of the campaign.

“Our nation’s creativity has filled the world’s libraries, museums,
recital halls, movie houses, and marketplaces with works of
genius. The arts embody the American spirit of self-definition.
Barack Obama uniquely appreciates the role and value of creative expression. The campaign is inviting artists from multiple
areas of visual arts to produce a poster that will be available
in the Obama Store for purchase; all proceeds are donations to
Senator Obama’s Presidential Campaign. Our hope is that the
artists participating create memorable works of art that communicate their passion for this campaign of Change.”

The use of Obama’s image by Fairey and others recalled other
campaigns that used portraits successfully, such as those
of John F. Kennedy and Ronald Reagan. But never before
had a candidate’s physical image become the object of both
artistic invention and advocacy. Artists almost always use
faces from politics for antagonistic purposes, ranging from
satirical commentary to outright critique. The way in which
artists appropriated Obama’s image made him into an iconic
figure without making him into an icon in the classic sense,
that is, a static image removed from everyday life. It was
not an attempt to make the race into a beauty contest – if

Street artist Shepard Fairey provided the first contribution
to the Artists for Obama series with his poster, “Change.”
Before the campaign, Fairey’s work had been consistently
anti-establishment. When “Change” debuted on the Obama
website on March 12, 2008, it was accompanied by a statement
from Fairey:
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by so many Americans disillusioned with politics, reinforced
two related elements of Obama’s message: that he was a new
kind of politician, and that his candidacy was an opportunity
for change that made it worth getting involved in the political
process. The efforts of these artists were not pledges of blind
allegiance, but acts of faith that Obama would serve as the
representative of the many voices who elected him.

anything, the use of Obama’s face was a risky move, because it
underscored the ways in which he didn’t look like the standard
American president.
Fairey’s contribution to Artists for Obama was followed by
work from Scott Hansen, Antar Dayal, Jonathan Hoefler,
Lance Wyman, Gui Borchett, and Rafael Lopez. As word of the
series began to spread, artists everywhere picked up the tools
of their trade to show their support. These independent artists
donated their time and energy to produce some of the most
memorable images of the campaign. We welcomed them into
the movement as a group that could create new ways for people
to recognize the significance of the election.

The campaign threw open a set of possibilities for artists, and
they took their own inspiration from Obama’s ideas about
what American politics could be. The works created by the
artists represented here are equal parts expression and persuasion. They aren’t repetitions of the campaign’s message – rather,
they are responses to it. Viewed as a body of work, they
show how artists drew on our design team’s choices about
color, typography, and imagery and took them in a variety of
directions. They are an example of how our design strategy
achieved a balance between solidity and consistency on the
one hand and versatility and modularity on the other. The
Obama brand became a visual paradigm that could encompass
many variations on a set of themes, all of which shared an
underlying visual unity. Here, E pluribus unum worked both
ways: Out of many, one, and out of one, many.

Beyond the official commissions, Artists for Obama created
a movement of creative minds who were inspired by the
campaign to a degree that was totally unprecedented in the
history of American politics. These artists had never lent their
exceptional talents to something as mainstream as a presidential election. For the most part, they had been wary of conventional politics, and their political beliefs were often expressed
in an idiom ranging from a certain degree of irony to outright
cynicism. The change of heart among these artists, many of
whom had the same contempt for the establishment shared
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www.dayalstudio.com
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Iso50

www.iso50.com

San Franc∆co, California
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Jonathan Hoefler
www.typography.com

New York, New York
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Lance Wyman

www.lancewyman.com

New York, New York
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Lance Wyman

www.lancewyman.com

New York, New York
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Gui Borchert

www.guiborchert.com

Brooklyn, New York
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www.rafaellopez.com

San Diego, California
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THE ART OF THE GRASSROOTS
CHAPTER 8

rtists for Obama represented only a fraction of the
full scope and variety of our supporters’ creativity.
Our emphasis on building a campaign on individual empowerment and the energy and ideas of everyday
Americans inspired people from around the world to take
their own initiative to conceive and create works of art,
inventing new and visually stunning interpretations of
Obama’s message. The art our supporters created offered their
own visions of “the change you want to see.” This vivid body
of work is a testimony to how powerfully Obama’s call for
change resonated with people across the United States and
around the world.

this election – how momentous it felt, the sense of how much
it mattered. As creative acts, these artworks were an affirmation
that individuals were, ultimately, what would make the difference. Their work will live on as part of the campaign’s legacy.
When we saw these creations, we knew that what we had
started was quickly spreading. The work of these individuals
was a fulfillment of our mission to engage the voices and the
visions of the American people in our movement. This outpouring of creativity, breathtaking in its range of medium, form, and
content, was a direct outcome of our campaign’s engagement of
the grassroots, and it was as much a measure of our success as
the records we set in fund-raising and voter turnout.

The individuals who invested their creative energies in the
campaign did so in every kind of public and private space.
The posters pasted to city walls, the paintings that hung
in galleries, and the spray paint that decorated underpasses transformed the visual landscape and spread the
news that something important was happening in America.
It cropped up everywhere and in every possible form,
whether it was graffiti portraits by a pseudonymous street
artist in Oakland, California, or a massive earthwork in
Barcelona, Spain.

Our design message had not just won votes; it had prompted
a creative response that expressed both the values of our candidate and the unmistakable stamp of particular individuals.
We had succeeded in creating a visual campaign that could
sustain a consistent message and yet be ready-made for a kind
of innovation and variation that integrated and reinforced the
core themes of the campaign. Our campaign offered our supporters something that was substantive enough to connect to,
and yet elastic enough to take it in a multitude of directions,
employing it and redeploying it in a dazzlingly diverse array of
ways. Rather than diluting our message, the independent work
shown here strengthened it.

Through design, we developed a relationship with our supporters that not only made our message meaningful, but
also moved them to create statements of their own which
were as powerful as any official campaign material. Their
ambitions were both modest and global: They could turn a
few heads and change a few minds, ultimately persuading a
few people to cast a ballot, but in doing so they could also
change the world. The saturation of these images into every
layer of society showed how much of a stake people had in

As much as they represent different voices, all these works speak
together, tied by an underlying unity of conviction. They are the
far-flung cousins of the original “O,” the earliest visual point of
origin for the campaign, but they are easy to recognize as members of the same family: a diversity of voices within a movement
for unity. This patchwork of art in every craft, medium, and
style also manages to be something else – beautiful.
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